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Restaurant and Supermarket Lobster Price Perceptions,
Responses, and Strategies

Alan S. Kezis, Stephanie Peavey, Hsiang-tai Cheng and Jeffrey D. Summers

The lobster industry of North America is an lobster market, the industry structure, competitive
important component of the economies, espe- status and general patterns of distribution.
cially the coastal rural economies, of New Eng- This study attempts to broaden the depth of
land and the Atlantic Provinces of Canada. Esti- understanding by analyzing the decision making
mates of the direct, indirect and induced income process of pricing lobster in terms of the attitudes,
generated by the Canadian and U.S. industry in motivations, and signals perceived by retail and
1990 are on the order of $550,000,000. The har- foodservice buyers. The focus is on the response
vesting sector of the industry consists of indi- to wholesale price changes, how they are inter-
vidually owned and operated fishing boats with a preted under various conditions and how buyers
few very minor exceptions. First buyer, pounding react under different situations. Both a quantita-
(live inventory operations), processing, wholesal- tive and qualitative evaluation are provided.
ing and distribution are similarly atomistic in
structure, although the size of firms in this sector Survey Procedures
of the industry is somewhat larger than in the har-
vesting sector. To obtain information from retailers a two-

The market problems of the lobster industry step survey process was enacted in 1994-1995.
are compounded by the effects of intensive public Initially independent and chain restaurants, and
regulation. Product attributes, volume and the supermarkets were mailed a one page mail ques-
seasonal timing of supplies all can be affected. In tionnaire asking if they sold lobster and if they
addition, it is often the case that the constraints were willing to discuss their purchasing and
posed by the market influence the cost or feasi- pricing strategies. The directories of High Vol-
bility of regulatory approaches. ume Independent Restaurants 1994, Chain Res-

To assist in policy formulation researchers in taurant Operators 1994 and Progressive Grocer's
New England are attempting to develop a simula- 1993 Marketing Guidebook published by C.S.G.
tion model which integrates the biological, har- Information Services were used to obtain a sam-
vesting, and marketing sectors. A needed input pie. The sample included all supermarket and
for the model was an understanding of the retail chain restaurant headquarters and all independent
sector. restaurants who specialized in seafood or white

Previous studies on marketing of North table cloth restaurants with an average check of
American Lobster in the U.S. have contributed $15.00. There was an overall response rate of 7.6
substantially to an understanding of the market by percent after two mailings (Table 1).
concentrating on the structure of the industry Of the 226 retailers who returned surveys,
(Richardson, 1992; DFO, 1990; Tavel Limited, more than two thirds were presently selling North
1990). In particular, a very comprehensive pricing Atlantic Lobster. Approximately 22 percent were
study was sponsored by the Dept. of Fisheries and not presently selling lobster, but said they occa-
Oceans in Ottawa, Ontario (1990). The report sionally sold them for specials or holidays. Only
gives a broad description of trends in the U.S. 11 percent of the respondents had never sold

North Atlantic lobster.
The lower incidence of lobster sales coin-Stephanie Peavey is a former Assistant Scientist and Alan S. 

Kezis, Hsiang-tai Cheng and Jeffrey D. Summers are Profes- cie it te o response ras in articular
sor, Associate Professor, and Graduate Assistant, respec- regions. To get a better picture of lobster sales
tively, in the Department of Resource Economics and Policy, and the type of sample obtained in this prelimi-
University of Maine. Maine Agricultural and Forest Experi- nary survey, follow-up phone calls were made to
ment Station Publication #1969.
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non-respondents. A random sample of non- phone call attempts to either reach or determine
respondents was taken to find out if they handled the status of the contact person. During the in-
lobster. Out of 25 phone calls, 21 buyers said they terim between the initial survey and attempted
either did not handle live North Atlantic lobster at telephone interview, numerous contact people had
all, or sold it only on occasion. In the Midwest changed positions. Some restaurants were closed
and Southwest regions, buyers were most likely during the months of the phone interviews, and
to report that lobster simply did not fit into their some contact people couldn't be reached in any
menu theme. reasonable time period. However, 72 detailed

Of the 226 retailers who returned their initial telephone interviews were completed and ana-
survey 131 indicated that they sold lobster and lyzed. Due to the number of observations and
would be willing to discuss their business opera- similarities among regions, the data were re-
tions and pricing strategies (Table 2). A telephone grouped using three regional delineations. New
interview form was developed and pre-tested. The England; East Coast (includes the Mid-Atlantic
interview included questions about general busi- and the Southeast states); and the remaining states
ness characteristics, lobster purchasing habits, which is termed "Rest of U.S." The numbers of
seasonality of purchasing and pricing, and specif- retailers that completed the detailed telephone
ics on pricing strategy. All 131 potential respon- interviews in these combined regions are pre-
dents were contacted. It required an average of 6 sented in Table 3.

Table 1. Restaurant and Supermarket Mail Survey Response.
Independent Restaurants

Geographical Region Number Mailed Number Returned Percent Response
New England 186 29 15.6
Mid-Atlantic 515 39 7.6
Southeast 238 18 7.6
East Central 129 8 6.2
West Central 189 19 10.1
Southwest 82 4 4.9
Pacific 280 19 6.8
Total Numbers and Average Response Rate 1,619 136 8.4

Chain RestaurantsGegapialRgin..... .'m ii ........... ........... .. ....
Geographical Region Number Mailed Number Returned Percent Response
New England 35 5 14.3
Mid-Atlantic 111 6 5.4
Southeast 118 11 9.3
East Central 49 2 4.1
West Central 77 3 3.4
Southwest 56 3 5.4
Pacific 121 9 7.4
Total Numbers and Average Response Rate 567 39 6.9

Supermarkets
Geographical Region Number Mailed Number Returned Percent Response.
New England 95 3 3.2
Mid-Atlantic 118 9 7.6
Southeast 138 8 5.8
East Central 94 7 7.4
West Central 136 9 6.6
Southwest 83 3 3.6
Pacific 116 12 10.3
Total Numbers and Average Response Rate 780 51 7.6
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Table 2. Number of Respondents Willing To ter in the "Rest of U.S." region, while the single
Discuss Pricing Strategies By Selected Busi- chain restaurant responding in the New England
ness Type. region said the maximum they would pay was

Number of Number Inter- $3.85.
Business Type Willing Re- viewed In addition to the most they would pay, re-

Indepentspondents tailers were asked what was considered a lowIndependent Restaurants 85 46
Chain Restaurants 25 7 price in their dominant season. Chain restaurants
Supermarkets 21 19 indicated the lowest prices (Table 6). The re-
Total 131 72 sponding chain restaurant in the East Coast region

reported a price expectation of $2.35, and a price
Table 3. Number of Respondents Completing of $2.50 was expected by the chain restaurant in
Telephone Interview by Location and Busi- the New England region. For independent restau-
ness Type. rants the lowest average price expectation was

Type of Business $3.25 reported by firms in the New England re-
Independent Chain Super- gion for both the spring and summer. The highestRestaurants Restaurants markets

New England 17(81) 1(5) 3(14) average response was $5.91 for the winter in the
East Coast 20 (71) 2 (7) 6 (22) "Rest of U.S." region. Supermarket responses
Rest of U.S. 9 (41) 4 (8) 10 (41) were very similar. The lowest average price indi-
Row percentages are in Parenthesis cated was $3.33 by supermarkets in the New

England region in the summer. The highest price
Price Perceptions and Responses they indicated was $5.90 in the spring for the

"Rest of U.S." region.
Buyers in the foodservice and retail sectors Respondents were next asked what menu or

were questioned about their price expectations, retail price would induce their customers to sub-
perceptions of consumer response, and their stantially increase their lobster purchases. As ex-
pricing behavior. Generally, the price they expect pected, the price levels that generated major vol-
to pay during their dominant season is the lowest ume increases, and the price identified as the
in the New England region and the highest in the highest that could be charged to customers varied
"Rest of U.S." region (Table 4). For independent substantially. (Tables 7 and 8). In general, price
restaurants whose dominant season is the sum- levels had to be lower in the New England region
mer, there was an expectation to pay $4.32 per to generate significant volume increase. The only
pound for lobster in the New England region as exception was during the spring where the aver-
compared to $4.97 in the East Coast region and age price level needed in the East coast region
$7.14 in the "Rest of U.S." region (delivered was lower than that indicated in the New England
price). Expected summer prices for supermarkets region. The responses to the highest price that
were $3.83, $4.56, and $6.28 for the New Eng- could be charged deviated further from this region
land, East Coast, and "Rest of U.S." regions, re- pattern. The average highest price that could be
spectively. charged was actually higher in the "Rest of U.S."

When asked what was the highest price they region than the others for the summer and fall
expected to pay in their dominant season, retailers seasons.
in the "Rest of U.S." region expected to pay the Supermarket responses to the price level that
most for lobster, and those from New England the generates significant volume increases and the
least. (Table 5). For independent restaurants, the highest they felt could be charged provided the
most they expected to pay ranged from $6.58 in typical regional pattern. (Tables 9 and 10). Price
the New England region to $9.66 in the "Rest of levels for both were the lowest in the New Eng-
U.S." region. For supermarkets the range indi- land region followed by the East Coast region,
cated was $5.25 in the New England region and with the highest prices indicated being from the
$8.99 in the "Rest of U.S." region. Chain restau- "Rest of U.S." region.
rants responded with a value of $9.50 in the win-
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Table 4. Typical Price Respondents Expect To Pay for Lobster In Their Dominant Season For
Selected Geographical Regions.

Dominant Season
Business Type and Location Spring ....Summer ...Fall....... Winter ..... Overall
Independent Restaurants (Dollars)
New England 4.25 (1) 4.32 (15) 5.00 (1) -- 4.36 (17)
East Coast 5.42 (3) 4.97 (9) 6.00 (1) 6.10 (7) 5.49 (20)
Rest of U.S. 5.05 (1) 7.14 (3) 6.75 (2) 7.33 (3) 6.89 (9)
Chain Restaurants (Dollars)
New England -- 3.00 (1) -- - 3.00(1)
East Coast - 3.75 (1) - - 3.75 (1)
Rest of U.S. -- 7.50 (2) -- 7.32 (2) 7.41 (4)
Supermarkets (Dollars)
New England -- 3.83 (3) - -- 3.83 (3)
East Coast -- 4.56 (4) -- 6.75 (2) 5.29 (6)
Rest of U.S. -- 6.28 (3) 5.50 (1) 6.60 (5) 6.37 (9)
Number of respondents are in parenthesis.

Table 5. The Highest Price Respondents Expect to Pay for Lobster In Their Dominant Season For
Selected Geographical Areas.

Dominant SeasonBusiness Type and Location ".....................................................:tr'........ ...............Business Type and Location Spring Summer Fall Winter Overall
Independent Restaurants (Dollars)
New England 7.50 (1) 6.58 (15) 7.00 (1) -- 6.66 (17)
East Coast 7.66 (3) 7.66 (9) 7.00 (1) 8.49 (7) 7.92 (20)
Rest of U.S. 6.90(1) 9.66 (3) 8.00(2) 9.16(3) 8.82 (9)
Chain Restaurants (Dollars)
New England -- 3.85 (1) - -- 3.85 (1)
East Coast -- 6.25 (2) -- -- 6.25 (2)
Rest of U.S. -- 8.65 (2) 6.75 (1) 9.50 (2) 9.07 (4)
Supermarkets (Dollars)
New England -- 5.25 (2) - -- 5.25 (2)
East Coast -- 8.16 (4) -- 8.00 (1) 8.12 (4)
Rest of U.S. -- 8.99 (3) 6.75 (1) 8.53 (5) 8.49 (9)
Number of respondents are in parenthesis.

Table 6. Respondents' Lowest Purchase Price Expectation For Selected Geographical Regions.
Dominant Season

Business Type and Location Spring Summer Fall Winter Overall
Independent Restaurants (Dollars)
New England 3.25 (1) 3.25 (14) 4.00 (1) -- 3.29 (16)
East Coast 3.92 (3) 3.94 (9) - 4.67 (7) 4.21 (19)
Rest of U.S. 4.25 (1) 5.33 (3) 4.80 (2) 5.91 (3) 5.29 (9)
Chain Restaurants (Dollars)
New England -- 2.50 (1) - - 2.50 (1)
East Coast -- 2.35 (1) - -- 2.35 (1)
Rest of U.S. -- 6.25 (2) -- 5.50 (2) 5.88 (4)
Supermarkets (Dollars)
New England -- 3.33 (3) -- - 3.33 (3)
East Coast -- 4.00 (4) - 4.00 (1) 4.00 (5)
Rest of U.S. 5.90 (1) 4.50 (3) 4.60 (1) 4.55 (5) 4.68 (10)
Number of observations are in parenthesis.
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Table 7. Menu Price Which Generates Significant Customer Purchasing Increases For Selected
Geographical Regions.

Dominant Season
Business Type and Location p_ " Spring Summer Fall Winter Overall
Independent Restaurants (Dollars)
New England 16.75 (1) 16.15 (15) 13.50 (1) - 16.03 (17)
East Coast 14.98 (3) 26.37 (9) 18.95 (1) 19.91 (7) 22.03 (20)
Rest of U.S. 20.00 (1) 17.50 (3) 18.45(2) 29.83(3) 22.10 (9)
Chain Restaurants (Dollars)
New England -- 5.50 (1) -- - 5.50 (1)
East Coast -- 8.95 (1) - - 8.95 (1)
Rest of U.S. -- 22.75 (2) -- 24.48 (2) 23.61 (4)
Number of observations are in parenthesis.

Table 8. Respondents' Indication of the Highest Menu Price That Can Be Charged in
Restaurants For Selected Geographical Regions.

Dominant Season
.................................................................................................................................

Business Type and Location Spring Summer Fall Winter Overall
Independent Restaurants (Dollars)
New England 28.00 (1) 23.24 (15) 26.00(1) - 23.69 (17)
East Coast 33.33 (3) 31.54 (9) 22.00 (1) 26.00 (3) 29.39 (20)
Rest of U.S. 30.00(1) 21.15 (3) 20.95 (2) 41.17(3) 28.76 (9)
Chain Restaurants (Dollars)
New England - 11.95 (1) - - 11.95 (1)
East Coast - 14.95 (1) - - 14.95 (1)
Rest of U.S. -- 32.50 (2) - 33.00 (2) 32.75 (4)
Number of observations are in parenthesis.

Table 9. Retail Price Levels In Supermarkets Which Generates Significant Increases in Customer
Purchases For Selected Geographical Regions.

Dominant Season
Business Type and Location Spring Summer Fall Winter Overall
Supermarkts (Dollars)
New England -- 4.32 (3) - - 4.32 (3)
East Coast -4.96 (4) -- 5.49 (2) 5.14 (6)
Rest of U.S. 5.99 (1) 5.53 (3) 5.40(1) 5.59(5) 5.59 (10)
Number of observations are in parenthesis.

Table 10. Respondents' Indication Of The Highest Price That Can Be Charged For Supermarkets
For Selected Geographical Regions.

Dominant Season
Business Type and Location "''g.....................".............................. ........................... OverallBusiness Type and Location Spring Summer Fall Winter Overall
Supermarkts (Dollars)
New England -- 7.32 (3) - - 7.32 (3)
East Coast - 7.66 (3) - 9.99 (1) 8.24 (4)
Rest of U.S. - 10.66 (3) 8.99(1) 9.39 (5) 9.77(9)
Number of observations are in parenthesis.
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Retailers were questioned about their typical Price Strategies
markup and likely responses to 25 percent price
changes during their dominant season. Their re- Results derived from the qualitative compo-
sponses simply averaged over the selected retail nent of the survey provide additional insight into
groups and as weighted averages, using lobster pricing behavior. Pricing lobster in the foodserv-
sales as weights, are presented in Table 11. Con- ice and retail ranges from predictable to the
siderable variation in both markups and elastici- seemingly bizarre. The risk in attempting to for-
ties were evident. Among independent restau- malize pricing practices is that the explanation
rants, typical percentage markups were the high- oversimplifies the procedure; averages and stan-
est in the East Coast region where they averaged dard mark-ups, cost plus systems, etc. do not ade-
389 percent, and were 525 percent when weight- quately tell the story. These are formulas that
ing retailers responses by lobster sales. Weighted buyers use for an initial footing, but most of the
markups at supermarkets were 21 percent in the decision is based on a combination of other con-
East Coast region, 25 percent in the "Rest of siderations. An understanding of these factors is
U.S." region, and the highest, 39 percent, in the what buyers who were interviewed often referred
New England region. to as "intuition," "6th sense" or "gut instinct". In

From retailers responses as to how they fact, they represent a variety of key factors in-
would adjust quantities purchased given a 25 per- cluding the expected behavior or impact on com-
cent increase in wholesale price and a 25 percent petition, customer counts, risk assessment,
decrease, demand elasticities were calculated. The weather conditions.
weighted demand elasticity based on their re-
sponses among independent restaurants to a 25 Foodservice Sector
percent increase in wholesale price was inelastic
in the New England and East Coast regions and Menu pricing strategies emphasize food cost,
elastic in the "Rest of U.S." region. For a 25 per- but also incorporate considerations regarding the
cent decrease in wholesale price the elasticities menu mix, the psychological effects of pricing as
were inelastic in all regions. Supermarket re- well as the competitive environment. Moreover,
sponse to the 25 percent increase in wholesale menu prices dictate the type of clientele attracted
price was elastic in the New England and East to the restaurant and this has substantial impact
Coast regions and inelastic in the "Rest of U.S." on the range of prices that buyers have as options.
region. For a wholesale price decrease of 25 per- Added to this, variation in clientele is still exten-
cent, supermarket response was extremely elastic. sive even among establishments categorized

The simple and weighted averages of retail within the same segment; one white tablecloth
price markup after 25 percent wholesale price restaurant might be positioned to attract business
changes are presented in the last two columns of patrons while another attracts people who dine
table 11. Examining the weighted averages for out for special occasions. These are all important
independent restaurants, one finds markups gen- features in the pricing decision.
erally decreasing with a 25 percent increase in Foodservice is dominated by the food cost
wholesale price and increasing with a 25 percent percentage approach to pricing. When asked how
decrease in wholesale price as compared to mark- they set price, respondents typically said that they
ups at the typical price. Changes in markups after aim for a 33% food cost. For example, if a par-
a 25 percent change in wholesale price varied by ticular entree was costed out at $5.00 per plate,
region among supermarkets. With a 25 percent the menu price would be set at $15.15. However,
increase in wholesale price, markups decreased in in practice, this figure is only a starting point.
supermarkets in the New England and the "Rest First of all, the buyers are looking for a particular
of U.S." regions and increased in the East Coast food cost, usually from 30 to 35%, on the overall
region. With a 25 percent decrease in wholesale price mix of the menu. Consequently, some en-
price, markups increased in the New England and trees on the menu may correspond to a 40% food
East Coast regions and slightly decreased in the cost, while a dessert item may be based on a food
"Rest of U.S." region. cost of 25%. Also, the food cost is averaged out
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over the course of a particular period, usually a items people will accept as the most expensive
year. This allows for price fluctuations in pur- items on the menu."
chasing without requiring constant changes in the In fact, there was a clear consensus among
menu price. Chain restaurants also have another respondents that setting the price too low was as
advantage in that they are able to average their dangerous as setting it too high. A low price cre-
food costs over several units. ates suspicion and they felt that customers would

One consistent finding is that respondents interpret it as "something wrong with the prod-
claimed lobster was not profitable because they uct" or as "some kind of scam." A buyer in the
generally could not price it at a 33% food cost Midwest elaborated, "lobster is perceived as an
figure, the standard center-of-the-plate target per- accepted high end product. You don't want to
centage. Nevertheless, they felt they had to menu confuse that image by setting price too low."
lobster because of the positioning of their restau- Nevertheless, their attention to the intrinsic mes-
rant and menu. These complaints were especially sages of pricing and the consumer's expectation
common among buyers who sold few lobster, was also balanced against the effects of pricing
perhaps 5 to 6 dinners over a weekend. Pricing lobster too high and creating an impression that
strategies among the larger volume buyers, pre- the entire menu is too expensive.
dominantly those in the seafood specialty restau- Many respondents said they complied with
rants, revealed other relevant considerations in another guiding pricing principle; the most ex-
their pricing decision that modified the pervasive pensive item on the menu should not be more
"lobster is not profitable" assertion. than three times the price of the cheapest item on

The majority of respondents stated that be- the menu. This pertains to the price mix of their
cause lobster corresponds to high food cost, the menus. While this rule generally limits how high
gross profit margin was a far more important a price can be set for lobster since lobster is the
consideration than the food cost figure in setting high price point, it also has psychological impact.
the price of a lobster dinner. This relates to the Two buyers stated that even if they didn't sell
price/volume relationship in which the operator lobster dinners, lobster served as a good high
weights the different levels of sales volume at price point making other seafood items appear to
several different prices. For example, a lobster be a good value. A strategy related to this point is
dinner might be priced at $18.95 at a 40% food fairly typical in the New England market. When
cost but yield a gross profit of $11.37 whereas a soft-shell lobsters are being harvested in New
chicken dinner entree menued at $9.25 at a 30% England, many restaurants offer twin specials
food cost level yields a gross profit of $6.47. Ob- featuring two lobsters for a dollar or two more
viously the sale of a lobster dinner is more profit- than the price of single lobster. According to one
able than the sale of a chicken dinner. The key to restaurateur, "this makes the soft-shell twin lob-
determining which item is more profitable is an sters look like a great bargain."
accurate estimate of the customer count and the Buyers also emphasized the importance of
percentage of people likely to purchase lobster on understanding the local market and the demo-
any given night. Most restaurant owners indicated graphics of the targeted clientele. This point was
they monitor these figures and maintain very most often noted by the buyers in chain restau-
precise estimates. rants. Many set prices for various restaurants

Other considerations warrant further modifi- having different positioning strategies and loca-
cations to any fundamental price figure. Several tions. The procedure is not an easily defined
buyers emphasized that lobster has perceived process since much of it is based on the buyer's
value. This allows them to menu it at a relatively experience with setting prices and fine tuning.
higher price and still sell it. As one respondent One respondent clarified that this entails a clear
explained, "there is absolutely nothing I could do understanding of the customer and the nature of
with chicken that would ever allow me to menu it demand, "during the summer I'm dealing with
above $12.00." Similarly, another respondent tourists in my coastal establishments. In the win-
said, "lobster and filet mignon are about the only ter I've got my business and special occasion
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customers. Just knowing those two details alone An interesting finding is that substantial
tells me that I can price higher in the winter than I price fluctuations of several dollars or more were
can in the summer." In other words, this buyer is most often reported by buyers in New England
observing an elastic demand curve in the summer while those in the Midwest and other non-coastal
and an inelastic demand curve in the winter, areas recalled only marginal fluctuations over the

In addition, awareness of the competitive year, often less than a dollar variation. It was not
situation is critical and all respondents had a very uncommon to hear reports from buyers in the
clear understanding of where they stood relative western areas that they encountered their highest
to other restaurants in the area. Some reported lobster prices in the summer, just when the sup-
there were no other restaurants in the immediate plies are increasing and the New England buyers
area that menued lobster and this allowed them anticipate their low cost season for lobster. These
greater freedom in setting the menu price of lob- contradictory experiences can be attributed to the
ster. Buyers from restaurants located in the more fact that buyers outside of New England are pur-
urban areas, particularly New York and Boston, chasing the more expensive hard-shell lobster
said that competition was especially strong and which are able to withstand the stress of transpor-
effectively constrained their pricing latitude. tation and distribution.

Pricing competition was especially aggres- Menu pricing in light of changing prices in
sive in the Boston market during the summer due the wholesale market is especially challenging in
to the marketing of both soft-shell and hard-shell foodservice. Buyers strongly resist changing
lobster. They explained that most customers were prices once they are printed on the menu. This
naive about the differences between hard-shell holds true even among those who use the simplest
and soft-shell and could easily be "hooked" into approach to dealing with price fluctuations by
buying the cheaper, "inferior" soft-shell. In com- menuing lobster "at market price." Respondents
parison, a bit further out into the east-central re- felt that consumers were uncomfortable about
gions, a few buyers felt that their customers pre- asking for prices and that it was important to
ferred the soft-shell lobster because it was easier maintain an image of consistency in both the
to handle. quality of their food and their menuing. Even

weekly price changes meant that wait staff would
Foodservice Reactions to Wholesale Price Fluc- have to constantly recall new prices which poten-
tuations tially added more confusion to an already hectic

environment.
For a market to function smoothly accurate The market pricing option most often was

information about the market has to be widely used by buyers who were not eager to handle
available, particularly about price and quantities. lobster. They said that customers generally inter-
Restaurant owners seem to be especially aggres- preted an item menued at market price as proba-
sive in tracking this information. Many have bly exorbitant. The market price strategy then
prices faxed to them weekly with projected prices became an effective demand inhibitor, enabling
and market conditions include in the profile. This buyers to include lobster on the menu, thereby
service can be purchased through several sources. satisfying the upscale image they wanted to
Further inquiries indicate that these projections achieve. At the same time, it conveyed the mes-
are generally quite accurate. The problem is that sage that the price is beyond the control of the
most buyers are not able to lock into a buying restaurant.
price with enough leeway that allows them to For the most part, respondents adhered to the
plan their marketing outside of the immediate precept of keeping menu prices stable. To do this
short term. As with most seafood, the price of with lobster, several employed creative pricing
lobster varies substantially over the course of a strategies. As one option, some buyers based the
typical year. Experienced buyers are familiar with menu price on the worst case scenario and hoped
this and have a general understanding of when to that over the course of the year the cost of lobster
expect increases and decreases. did not exceed the highest expected figure for too

long. Usually this was effective, but it meant that
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the menu price was set high for the most part. are lower. Most related anecdotes about dealing
This strategy was used more often by restaurant with inflated prices and noted that they are usu-
owners in the noncoastal areas. It seemed to work ally followed by a dramatic drop in price due to
best in these areas because the restaurant owners the decrease in demand. They then expected this
generally faced less aggressive competition in to be followed by a rise back to normal prices
comparison to their east coast counterparts. They fairly quickly.
also did not seem to be experiencing the signifi- Since these comparatively high volume buy-
cant variation in the price of lobster over the ers maintain their price levels and correspond-
course of the year. ingly, exhibit only a marginal decline in their de-

Another strategy described by several re- mand for lobster, the large number of small vol-
spondents in the eastern regions is a hybrid be- ume buyers account for the decline in demand at
tween the "market price" and the "worst case sce- the wholesale level during a high price scenario.
nario" approach. These buyers printed a menu They are much less secure about the functioning
price based on the worst case scenario. They then of this market and they interpret a high price as a
supplemented their menus with a daily "special" signal to move out of lobster. This characteristic
board in which they often featured lobster at a would most likely be exhibited by the buyers who
much lower price. Customers then perceived the menu at "market price". They reflect the high cost
lobster dinner featured on the daily special as a in their market menu price and let their customers
"good deal." respond accordingly. In turn, the predictable de-

The most common approach was to revise crease in customer demand for lobster is then ef-
the menu prices several times a year and base the fectively passed back to the wholesale level.
price of the lobster dinner on the cost they ex- On the other hand, when prices drop most
pected over that period. The experienced buyers buyers described a wait-and-see behavior in
who have a commitment to handling lobster are which they maintained the status quo until they
willing to ride out short term fluctuations in the could get a better idea of which direction price
prices they face for lobster and for the most part, would move. Again, most interpreted a drop in
they are good at anticipating these fluctuations price as a temporary situation. Virtually all buyers
due to their depth of experience. They indicate were not inclined to reduce their prices at an ini-
they are well aware of the uncertainly involved, tial price drop because this period allowed them
especially concerning weather and its effects on to recuperate the losses from the high price peri-
the market. But they also expressed frustration ods. If price seemed to be moving in a consis-
over the price instability which they generally tently downward track, they would typically re-
attribute to the speculative actions of the whole- spond by adding lobster items, usually a salad or
salers. bisque, with only marginal, if any, reduction in

To gain a better understanding of pricing and the price of the featured lobster dinner entree.
the motivations underlying the decisions, respon- Nevertheless, the net effect would obviously be
dents were asked how they would react to hypo- an increase in their demand for lobster at low
thetical changes in the prices they faced for lob- prices.
ster. The reactions to high prices can be catego- There is also a distinct lower limit. A further
rized into two groups. The experienced, high vol- reduction in wholesale price does not result in
ume buyers interpret an extremely high price as a significant increases in purchases past a certain
temporary glitch in the system. Even at extreme point. But there is the problem of pricing too low
increases in price during any given season, these which makes customers suspicious about quality
buyers were not willing to discontinue menuing of the lobster or the integrity of the restaurant. All
lobster. Most were acquiescent about the ups and buyers mentioned a lower limit menu price that
downs of lobster prices and for seafood in gen- they would simply not go below even if the
eral. They expressed a willingness to wait out wholesale price dropped to a dramatically low
these intermittent glitches, maintain their current level. Most echoed a similar concern, "I hate get-
price level and accept a higher food cost knowing ting stuck with it." The possibility of having to
that they'd be able to make up for it when prices dedicate limited labor to boiling weak or dying
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lobster and picking the meat is not an attractive for insurance, they maintain a secondary supplier
recourse to most foodservice buyers. to whom they give just enough business to keep

To summarize the reactions in the foodserv- interested. These relationships between the store
ice industry to changes in wholesale price of lob- chain and the major supplier are usually long term
ster, there is no dramatic response to initial price and have evolved over many years of business.
changes, either up or down. Most spoke of "riding Although not always amicable, the strength of the
it out". At a certain level however, it becomes relationship gives some security on both ends.
worth their time to use staff to boil and clean The major advantages in their buying power
lobster for other lobster menu items. The typical is that because of the potential for big sales vol-
response is to reduce the price of the lobster en- umes, the supplier is willing to work on a smaller
tree only slightly to maintain competitiveness and margin. On some occasions buyers are able to
take advantage of the low price by adding lobster purchase an entire truckload which results in fur-
items which are then priced at the target food cost ther reductions in the price. Moreover, the sup-
level, with the extra labor factored into that cost. plier is often able to lock into a price with enough

advance to allow the buyer to promote the lobster
Pricing in the Retail Sector sale. This is a crucial point since most buyers

pointed out that price reductions mean nothing if
"You must understand, this isn't about mark- they are unpredictable or if there is insufficient

up, it's about volume. How much can I move." lead time for them to advertise.
This statement typifies the response of retail buy-
ers in the retail sector to questions about how they Retailer Reactions to Wholesale Price Changes
set price and react to price changes in the whole-
sale market. The retail sector is capable of han- In response to increases in wholesale price,
dling large volumes of lobster and therein lies buyers said they would have continued purchas-
their power in the market. ing lobster, although in smaller quantities, even if

The seemingly bizarre pricing schemes that the price increased by as much as 50% or higher.
defy all forms of theoretical economic logic are Their major concern is to turn over the inventory
most likely to be found in the retail sector; lobster of lobsters in the tank at least once a week. This
is very often used as a loss leader in the more puts a cap on the price they can charge. Even in
creative seafood marketing arena. It has given the western areas of the U.S., buyers were averse
birth to such high volume movers as the to charging anything above $10.00 per pound.
"Lobstermania" promotions yielding accounts of They pointed out that the majority of stores have
customer lines trailing all the way out of the lobster tanks and they cannot allow their stores to
stores drawn out by unusually low lobster prices, display weak, dying lobsters nor can they let the

Supermarket buyers often referred to a par- tanks go empty.
ticular price as "the magic number," one that Another key influencing factor in their
would increase demand to a level they described pricing decision is that the supermarket industry
as "off the charts." The exact price figure varied is very competitive. For the most part, their re-
somewhat across regions, as indicated in the pre- sponses to falling wholesale prices is to shrink
vious tables, but all buyers were able to quickly their own margin and pass the reduction on to
identify it. Their ability to reduce price to the their customers. If planned in advance, low prices
"magic number" price and subsequently stimulate result in the loss leader promotions, since lobster
such a dramatic response in demand is tied into specials always serve as an effective competitive
their relationship with their suppliers, strategy. These special promotions, however, can

Buyers in supermarkets have significantly have some unintended side effects. Several buyers
greater buying power than those affiliated with mentioned that the precedents set by the competi-
most independent restaurants. For the most part tion will have a direct impact on what can be
they are purchasing lobster for at least 5 units, charged in the market and they also create cus-
usually more in the range of 20 to 100 units. tomer expectations. Most buyers generally be-
Typically they work with one major supplier. But lieved that with so many chains running lobster
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specials over the years, customers now have been Markups and elasticities showed great varia-
"trained" to wait out the higher, more realistic tion. Among restaurants, those in the East Coast
prices with the expectation that sooner or later generally had the highest markup. In comparison,
one store chain will offer a promotion. They felt supermarket buyers in New England reported the
that it has become harder and harder to move highest percentage markups.
lobster at the higher prices. Nevertheless, they did When asked about reactions to changes in
agree with foodservice buyers that there is a limit wholesale price, the demand among foodservice
on how low they can price lobster without arous- buyers was inelastic in the New England and East
ing consumer suspicions about the quality of the Coast regions and elastic in the "Rest of the U.S."
product. This is consistent with the qualitative analysis

that suggests foodservice buyers in the New
Summary and Conclusion England and East Coast regions were skeptical

and consequently, less reactive to extreme price
This inquiry used both qualitative and changes. Their response generally was to decrease

quantitative information obtained from surveys of their markup with a 25 increase in wholesale
buyers in the foodservice and retail sector to gain price. This is in response to a perceived upper
a better understanding of the lobster market. The limit threshold among their customers. In turn,
information was obtained initially from a mailed they increase their markup with a 25 percent de-
survey and elaborated through an extensive tele- crease in wholesale price and "makeup for the
phone interview with buyers in the foodservice low margin periods." Reactions among super-
and retail sector who regularly handle lobster. market buyers were more extreme particularly

The first area of inquiry concerned price ex- with wholesale price decreases generating an ex-
pectations from buyers in the foodservice and tremely elastic response.
retail sectors. Not surprisingly, buyers located in The major difference between the foodserv-
the New England area tended to have lower price ice and supermarket buyers is in their buying
expectations overall. Supermarket buyers in all power. Generally, supermarket buyers described a
regions generally expected to pay lower prices per more predictable market, were more positive in
pound for lobster than independent restaurant their appraisals of handling lobster, and reported
buyers. Foodservice buyers in the "Rest of the fewer problems, especially in comparison to the
U.S." regions reported the highest wholesale price independent restaurants. They also tended to have
expectations for lobster in their dominant season. longer term relationships with their suppliers
Responses to what the highest price they're will- which seems to result in greater stability, either
ing to pay during their dominant season followed real or perceived, and more importantly, their
a similar pattern. Both Foodservice and Super- purchase price expectations were lower than those
market buyers in the "Rest of the U.S" regions of the independent restaurant buyers. Chain res-
referenced a higher figure for their top purchase taurants shared some of the characteristics of the
price at the wholesale level. supermarket buyers in that they had greater pur-

Respondents also reported the selling prices chasing power and consequently, faced compara-
at which they expected substantial increases in tively lower wholesale prices. It seems that sup-
sales to their customers. For restaurants and su- pliers are generally willing to shrink their margins
permarkets, the key menu and retail price needed for high volume purchases.
to induce dramatic increases was generally lowest One earlier study estimates that more than
in New England. Not surprisingly, the highest 60% of the lobster sold in the U.S. is consumed at
menu and retail prices that could be set were re- restaurants and that because of this, lobster sup-
ported by buyers in the "Rest of the U.S." indicat- pliers should concentrate on foodservice market-
ing that these customers generally have higher ing (Gardner Pinfold Consultants, 1990). Simi-
price expectations. In comparison, the range of larly, another study conducted by TAVEL Lim-
prices reported by the New England buyers in ited researchers (1990) concludes that the greatest
Supermarkets was the lowest overall, potential for profitable market expansion is in

foodservice because they believed supermarket
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buyers were more likely to buy on price and con- Nevertheless, the lobster market in the retail
sequently, were more fickle in their relationship and foodservice sector is extremely complicated.
with suppliers. Their conclusions were drawn The responses to price changes translate into dis-
from discussions with brokers and distributors. parate elasticities between sectors and across re-

This study provides another perspective on gions. However small sample sizes and only
the basis of interviews with the buyers directly. cross-sectional data precluded a more detailed
Supermarket buyers appear to be far more loyal in analysis and explanation of why these differences
their supplier relationship than what was sug- exist across regions and sectors. Certainly the best
gested in the TAVEL report, and more satisfied way of assessing these differences is to conduct
with their suppliers and the lobster market in gen- additional surveys over a much longer period of
eral, in spite of fluctuations in the market. Their time gathering wholesale and retail prices at dif-
price sensitivity can be attributed to the fact that ferent seasons and during periods of promotion
they purchase tremendous quantities of product and nonpromotions.
and as result, are motivated to aggressively seek
out the lowest possible price. But security, or in References
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